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The number of scientiﬁc publications is increasing each year, specifically in the ﬁeld of computer science. In order to condense existing
knowledge, evidence-based software engineering is concerned with
systematic literature reviews, surveys, and other kinds of literature
analysis. These methods are used to summarize the evidence on
empirical studies – or approaches in general – and to identify gaps
for new research opportunities. However, executing systematic review processes requires a considerable amount of time and eﬀort.
Consequently, researchers have proposed several semi-automated
approaches to support and facilitate diﬀerent steps of such methods. With our current research, we aim to assist researchers to
eﬃciently and eﬀectively execute diﬀerent steps, namely the search
for and selection of primary studies. In this paper, we report several
issues we identiﬁed during our research that threaten any kind of
literature analysis and hamper suitable tool support. We further
recommend solutions to mitigate these threats. Overall, our goal is
to raise researchers’ and publishers’ awareness regarding several
potential threats on literature analysis, to support software engineers in designing suitable tools for research, and to encourage the
research community to solve these threats.

1 INTRODUCTION
The number of scientiﬁc research articles published in computer
science, particularly empirical studies in software engineering, is
increasing every year [34, 38]. Consequently, a challenge for the research community is to eﬃciently identify and synthesize existing
knowledge regarding a speciﬁc research area. For this purpose, especially systematic literature reviews have emerged as a useful method
for literature analysis ever since ﬁrst guidelines have been adopted
for software engineering. The most prominent example may be the
guidelines by Kitchenham and Charters [26]. Although systematic
literature reviews have gained popularity among evidence-based
researchers, the main challenges of this methodology – namely, the
associated time and eﬀort – still exist [17, 20].
To overcome these challenges, researchers have proposed strategies to semi-automate diﬀerent phases of a systematic literature
review [30, 31, 36, 39]. Any systematic literature review usually involves a large number of potentially relevant articles to answer the
deﬁned research questions [16]. Thus, researchers in diﬀerent areas,
such as, medicine, social sciences, and software engineering, focus
on developing tools to facilitate the execution phase of systematic
literature reviews [20, 35]. This phase comprises the most crucial
steps of identifying, selecting, and assessing primary studies. Any
semi-automatic approach to assist reviewers in eﬃciently and eﬀectively performing these steps would be useful to reduce time and
eﬀorts, to facilitate replications, and to avoid ﬂaws. Consequently,
implementing such approaches is considered to be crucial by the
software engineering community [20]. However, corresponding
tools are still in development and during such projects additional
threats and ﬂaws in existing systems are revealed.
During our ongoing projects in this regard [14, 30, 38, 39], we
identiﬁed issues that hamper especially the automation of literature
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analysis. In this paper, we discuss the following issues (numbers
refer to the corresponding section):
4.1 Inconsistent search models and query options of digital libraries;
4.2 Limited possibility to crawl libraries to retrieve results;
4.3 Limited access to bibliographic information of articles;
4.4 Conditional access to full texts of research articles;
4.5 Inconsistencies when exporting search results from digital
libraries; and
4.6 Diﬀerences in the formatting (i.e., author names).
For each of these issues, we (1) describe the problem statement, (2)
discuss potential threats, and (3) propose solutions. Additionally, we
explain for each threat how we identiﬁed it and aim to provide
an example. We remark that not all threats can be addressed by
researchers while performing a systematic literature review or implementing a corresponding tool. Some are connected to publishers
and digital libraries, who could ideally aim to resolve them, too.
Nonetheless, researchers have to be aware of these threats for
multiple reasons, the most prominent being: Firstly, they should aim
to avoid or resolve the threats when performing a literature analysis
or developing a corresponding tool. Secondly, if they cannot resolve
the threats, researchers should at least be aware that these exist and
discuss them. Finally, any existing and future systematic literature
review or other literature analysis faces these threats and may be
biased, due to the applied processes and tools. We hope that our
work helps to raise the awareness of such threats and initiates
further tool development to support the research community.

2

Figure 1: User interfaces of tools developed during our previous and ongoing research [14, 30, 38].

actively working on this area and proposes diﬀerent semi-automatic
approaches. However, Hassler et al. [20] determine that there is
still a lack of tool support for systematic literature reviews – with
facilitating the selection process of studies being one of the most
desired features by the community.
Any literature analysis involves vital tasks, such as, identifying
and selecting relevant studies [17, 38]. To enable users to perform
these steps in a more feasible manner, diﬀerent tools can be used
– but a single tool to support the entire process is still missing.
With our ongoing research [14, 30, 38, 39], we aim to contribute
towards automating literature analysis by developing approaches
that assist reviewers during various phases. Currently, we develop
individual components for these phases. We show current user
interfaces of some tools we developed during our ongoing research
in Figure 1. For example, the displayed screens list results of search
queries, compute several metrics, and perform graph analysis to
show literature networks. These components will later be combined
into a single tool – or can be reused by others – for performing
literature analysis with the least possible manual eﬀort. Our goal is
not only to support researchers and practitioners to conveniently
analyze literature in the context of systematic literature reviews,
but in any type of literature analysis.
Our current research includes empirical studies on systematic literature reviews and the needs of software engineers. Consequently,
some initial results have emerged: Based on the response of industrial partners [38], we developed user interfaces and metrics
that consider context information to rank literature. We are implementing a semi-automatic approach to search articles in diﬀerent
digital libraries, paying attention to their limitations and adapting
the search processes accordingly [30]. Moreover, we are building
a graph database application to support scholarly network analysis [14]. Finally, we are working on metrics to select primary studies
and assess their quality [39]. These approaches are not limited to
systematic literature reviews, but are useful for any type of literature analysis. In the future, we will reﬁne, extend, and integrate

LITERATURE ANALYSIS

A literature analysis is a secondary study that enables researchers
to obtain insights into prior work in a research topic and to establish foundations for future works [11, 42]. Despite its importance,
performing an eﬃcient and eﬀective literature analysis is usually
challenging, as it comprises costly tasks and several forms have established: systematic literature reviews have emerged as a distinct,
well-deﬁned method to analyze literature and to answer research
questions in a systematic manner [5]. Similarly, mapping studies
outline existing literature regarding a speciﬁc concept to identify
gaps in the current research [9]. A literature survey summarizes
and presents conclusions by technically reviewing large amounts
of recently published scholarly articles. In the context of this paper,
we refer to each of these types as literature analysis and rely on
systematic literature reviews as speciﬁc example.
To identify relevant studies, reviewers select appropriate digital
libraries, speciﬁc journals, or conferences. Mostly, automated keyword searches in digital libraries provide an initial set of results.
However, digital libraries vary in size, scope, and supported features, as they are usually maintained by diﬀerent organizations or
academic institutions. Evidence-based researchers commonly rely
on established databases, such as, the ACM Digital Library, Scopus,
Google Scholar, IEEE Xplore, SpringerLink, and ScienceDirect.

3 TOWARDS AUTOMATED ANALYSIS
To reduce the time and eﬀort required for literature analysis and systematic literature reviews in particular, researchers ask for supporting tools. Fortunately, the evidence-based research community is
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Table 1: Overview of the search ﬁelds provided in regularly
used digital libraries.

these components into one tool, also supporting customizations for
diﬀerent analysis processes.
During the aforementioned works, we encountered a number
of issues. Some of these must completely or partly be resolved by
the publishers and administrators of digital libraries, for instance,
the consistency of search models (Section 4.1) and providing the
possibility to crawl bibliographic information with application programming interfaces (Section 4.2). Additional issues occur when
implementing metrics for articles, as exported citations from diﬀerent libraries are not standardized, which can result in mismatches
and faulty computations (Section 4.6). With this paper, we aim
to report to the software engineering community that such problems threaten the validity of a literature analysis and hamper tool
development that is crucial for researchers.

4

Search Field
Full text
Title
Abstract
Keywords
Title-Abstract-Keyword

ACM DL

ScienceDirect

SpringerLink

✓
✓
✓
✓
✗

✓
✓
✓
✓
✗

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✗
✓
✗

by libraries, which can negatively impact the consistency, quality,
and completeness of search results.
Threat 1: Inconsistent Search Fields. We ﬁnd that there are
variations in the search ﬁeld options provided by diﬀerent digital
libraries. Without specifying such search ﬁelds, almost all libraries
that we examined apply a full text search. As we see in Table 1,
most libraries also support separate searches in title, abstract, and
keywords, although SpringerLink being an exception, as it does not
oﬀer to search in abstracts. Consequently, using a search query on
a combination of digital libraries that support diﬀerent search ﬁelds
may not be consistent. For example, if for an analysis reviewers
aim to focus on abstracts for their search, this will cause problems
when using SpringerLink.
The combination of the aforementioned search ﬁelds is sometimes provided as a single function, which we refer to as titleabstract-keyword search. This function searches for occurrences
of the search string in all three decisive areas of an article. We
can see in Table 1 that, apart from ScienceDirect, none of the examined digital libraries provides a separate title-abstract-keyword
search feature. This combination is useful to accurately ﬁnd the
most potentially relevant articles, as it examines the most important
parts of an article that include a summary and indexing information. Despite its importance and regular usage, a single function
for this combination is still not applicable for a literature analysis
investigating libraries other than ScienceDirect.
Solution – To overcome this threat of inconsistent search ﬁelds,
search strings must be adapted to each library while considering
the described constraints. Although an initial examination of each
digital library is challenging, it seems necessary to ensure the uniformity of searches among them. A more eﬃcient solution would
be beneﬁcial, as the necessary time increases and the liability for
errors rises. Here, it would be optimal if publishers synchronized
their search models in this regard. Still, researchers can carefully
plan their searches in advance to prevent unnecessary adaptations
during the search. Considering the title-abstract-keyword search,
we can partly overcome this problem by combining the single ﬁelds
in one query. However, the resulting length of the search string
can cause additional problems, as several libraries are limited in
the query length they allow (cf. following threat).

THREATS

In this section, we describe the issues of automating literature
analysis we faced while developing our tools. We provide a detailed
explanation of each issue, exemplifying when it arises, the problem
statement, and resulting threats to validity. Furthermore, we discuss
possible solutions that can be applied by publishers and researchers
to overcome these threats. At this point in time, we are aware of
the following six issues. Each corresponds to one or more threats
and they are closely related or even overlapping, making a clear
separation challenging.

4.1

IEEE Xplore

Search Models

Any literature analysis – and systematic literature reviews in particular – should rely on a structured, unbiased search strategy to
retrieve all relevant articles for answering the deﬁned research
questions [27]. A systematic search strategy speciﬁes the search
string, data resources, search method, and parts of an article to
search in, such as, title, abstract, and keywords [15]. Evidence-based
researchers usually select various data resources to identify important literature that may be relevant to their topic of interest. We
investigate the search requirements of four digital libraries that are
frequently used by software engineering researchers [30], namely:
IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, ScienceDirect, and SpringerLink.
The former two libraries contain the most important journals and
conferences in computer science [25, 45]. However, due to their
high relevance and frequent usage, we also test the requirements
of ScienceDirect and SpringerLink.
We analyze the search models of the selected libraries in order to
compare their functionalities. In Table 1, we provide an overview of
the supported search ﬁelds of these libraries. The most frequently
supported search ﬁelds, in addition to the full text, are the title
and keywords. Such reﬁnements allow for searches of important
terms to be conducted only within the speciﬁed part of an article.
Additionally, we inspect the search model speciﬁed for each library,
as this determines how relevant articles are found.
Problem Statement – An obstacle during the implementation
of an eﬃcient search strategy, is the use of diﬀerent search models
and query operators to identify relevant articles from various digital
libraries. Within the scope of this work, we highlight two problems
concerning the search ﬁelds and term requirements speciﬁed by
libraries. We observe a lack of uniformity in the features supported

Threat 2: Inconsistent Syntax and Filters. We also observe
a lack of consistent search term requirements for diﬀerent digital
libraries. To ensure accuracy of results across diﬀerent libraries,
researchers need to alter the search syntax and keywords based
on the varying requirements of each library. For example, Google
Scholar only supports terms up to 256 characters [22] and provides
limited ﬁltering capabilities to their users, such as, reﬁnements
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regarding the scientiﬁc area or year [33]. Furthermore, Soni and
Kodali [40] as well as Abdelmaboud et al. [1] detect problems using
long search terms in the ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, Emerald, and SpringerLink – a problem we also experienced regularly.
Such limitations in using diﬀerent libraries greatly aﬀect the search
strategy, as an appropriate combination of search terms must be
deﬁned for each library. This requires a detailed examination of
individual libraries, which is also challenging on its own, resulting
in an even more diﬃcult and time consuming search process.
Solution – To meet this problem, we started to develop a concept
that automatically adapts search terms to diﬀerent libraries and,
thus, facilitates the search [30]. Still, there is need for more eﬀective automated approaches to address this threat and make uniﬁed
searches possible for reviewers who want to select diﬀerent digital
libraries for their literature analysis. An alternative solution is to
use digital libraries that index multiple publishers, such as, Google
Scholar or Scopus, and apply snowballing [43] on the results. However, this is also connected to several other threats we explain in this
paper. Overall, the most desired but arguably least likely approach
would be a uniﬁcation process between publishers.

serious limitation in the context of literature analysis. In addition,
as the same search models are applied and results provided in the
application programming interfaces, the threats from Section 4.1
and Section 4.6 can also apply to them.
Threat: Missing support of application programming interfaces. The concept of using application programming interfaces
to search a library is still missing in some commonly used digital
databases – for example, the ACM Digital Library that hosts one
of the largest bibliographic collections with a focus on the ﬁeld
of computer science. Due to their limitations of application programming interface search facility, reviewers performing literature
studies are unable to investigate such libraries as a search venue.
Especially, as crawling the websites themselves results in temporal
blocking, this issue signiﬁcantly hampers tool development.
Solution – To address this threat, it is preferable that administrators of digital libraries provide well-documented application
programming interfaces to their users. This could encourage the
research community to improve the available tools in this regard
and analyze the existing literature in more detail. As we mentioned
earlier, consistency in the search functionalities oﬀered by various digital libraries is beneﬁcial to achieve an unbiased search
procedure and facilitate tool support.

4.2 Crawling Libraries
Crawling is necessary to enable tools to automatically search and
analyze digital libraries. It is enabled through a web-bot – a simple program to analyze web pages – that searches for hyperlinks
and organizes a series of page requests on these links. For security
reasons and to guarantee fair resource sharing, crawling is not
encouraged by digital libraries, such as, Microsoft Academic and
ACM Digital Library, resulting in blocked servers or ﬁnancial costs.
To still provide access for tooling and allow partially automated
searches, some digital libraries oﬀer application programming interface functionality to their users.
An application programming interface allows sharing of content between software applications and is applicable in a variety of
contexts [12]. For example, such interfaces are used for embedding
content from one website to another or interacting with data in a
programmatic manner. There are few documentations of application programming interfaces that are provided by digital libraries,
allowing users to determine the range of functions and syntax for
formulating search terms. The response to a request is in raw format
and no further conversion of data is required [30]. Using application
programming interfaces for searches broadens the opportunity for
users to retrieve a large number of relevant results that are available
in digital libraries.
Problem Statement – During our works, we experienced some
limitations in the provided application programming interfaces.
To determine their capabilities for advanced search functionality,
we investigate the digital libraries we selected earlier. Some of
them allow searches of their freely available content through an
application programming interface for noncommercial use. These
are, along with the corresponding URLs:

4.3

Snowballing

An initial set of relevant articles is identiﬁed by applying a search
query on selected search venues. The selected primary articles form
the basis to identify further relevant ones using their meta-data
and citation relationships, such as, referenced and citing articles,
which we sketch in Figure 1 and Figure 2. This snowballing [43]
step is important to retrieve relevant articles that may have been
overlooked (e.g., from other venues, due to synonyms) in the initial search phase. Especially, if the concept is hard to deﬁne or the
existing literature is quite large, further steps should be taken to
ensure recognition of all relevant articles [7]. For this reason, forward and backward snowballing is usually performed, which are
time-consuming tasks if done manually.
It is also possible to consider related articles by searching through
relationships other than citations [14]. For example, considering
articles by researchers that collaborate frequently with the author
of an important primary one. This way, snowballing can be framed
as a speciﬁc case of a more generic search strategy that relies on
scholarly network analysis. Such strategies consist of traversing
through the networks in which articles are embedded, such as,
collaboration networks, to ﬁnd related ones.
Problem Statement – An initial search usually provides an
incomplete set of the relevant literature. Thus, identifying related
articles is recommended. For an automated approach to identify related articles, it is essential to retrieve all their meta-data. However,
this is only partially possible, due to restrictions imposed in digital
libraries. Additionally, digital libraries often provide insuﬃcient
support for users to explore relationships between articles that go
beyond a limited number of citations. Most of them only present
a certain number of articles (cf. Table 2) for a query, wherefore
it is even technically impossible to fully apply snowballing. As a
consequence, manual and automatic approaches to identify related
articles require lots of eﬀort.

• IEEE Xplore (http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/gateway/)
• ScienceDirect (http://api.elsevier.com/content/search/scidir)
• SpringerLink (http://api.springer.com/meta/v1/json)
However, it must be noticed that application programming interfaces are limited and not provided by all digital libraries. This is a
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Threat 2: Missing Network Information. Scientiﬁc publications are embedded in complex networks of collaboration, citations,
co-citations, bibliographical coupling, institution/publication venue
dependencies, and topics [14, 38]. Exploring these networks in a
systematic way can be crucial, providing researchers with an assurance of recall. While digital libraries support the exploration of
citation networks to some extent, there is almost no support for
considering co-citations or other networks. As a result, valuable
data for relevance analysis is not available.
Solution – Digital libraries should provide standardized support
and access methods to networks of indexed articles, similar to
the Microsoft Academic Graph. This would support reviewers in
considering better heterogeneous networks related to articles. This
may also require signiﬁcant eﬀorts in developing standards along
with eﬃcient techniques for indexing and searching through these
networks. Again, a database structure that separately maintains
such networks may be a way to go from a researcher’s perspective.

B

Figure 2: Concept of snowballing to identify related articles
using citations and references, based on Lausberger [30].
Threat 1: Missing Support for Snowballing. Due to missing
automation for forward snowballing, most researchers tend to exclude it from their search process [30]. For instance, Gami et al. [19]
is cited by 1,754 articles that are practically impossible to assess
without any tool support. As a consequence, literature analyses are
often performed without considering citing articles. For example,
the search process followed by Kitchenham et al. [24] involves a
manual search of speciﬁc search venues followed by using experts’
opinions to select articles. Similarly, studies conducted by Kitchenham et al. [28] and Zahedi et al. [44] follow a process that includes
automated keyword search but exclude forward snowballing. If
reviewers choose to eliminate snowballing from their selection
process, they are probably neglecting some relevant articles. Thus,
there is a potential threat to the validity and accuracy of the literature analysis. We believe that for a conclusive study, it is essential
to identify all available literature – for which an initial search is
insuﬃcient.
Solution – As we mentioned earlier, manually determining literature based on citation relationships requires a signiﬁcant amount
of time and eﬀort. Despite its importance for a complete literature
analysis, an automatic approach to support reviewers is still missing.
For backward snowballing, some solutions exist, for example, to
parse the articles [29] or rely on citation graphs of publishers [14].
Still, while these approaches can help to some extent, we see the
need to further improve such approaches, either by corresponding
tools or by publishers providing the necessary meta-data. In a limited scope, screening all citing and referenced articles is possible
and should be applied.
For large collections, we require a database structure that manages meta-data and citation links to enable tools to automatically
crawl these. Here, articles can be recognized by using digital object
identiﬁers. Still, to this end, access to the meta-data of related articles must be provided by the administrators of digital libraries. To
access citing articles, application programming interfaces can be
used for some digital libraries, for instance, ScienceDirect. However,
currently it is only possible to obtain the number of citing articles,
which is not suﬃcient. It would be helpful if digital libraries would
enable access to bibliographic information to allow tools to crawl
these consistently. Otherwise, it may be necessary to create an additional network that stores these information but is separated from
the publishers’ libraries. For example, Microsoft provides suitable
snapshots of the indexed articles in their Academic Graph.

4.4 Full Text Analysis
For an accurate literature analysis, critically reviewing the full text
of articles is essential. Such an assessment enables reviewers to
precisely determine articles’ relevancy for the concerned research
area. Consequently, this aspect is signiﬁcant for the ﬁnal selection
of articles, as well as for extracting direct evidence to answer the
deﬁned research questions. One of our studies indicates an inadequacy of tools acknowledging full text analysis to select and assess
articles [39]. Most of the proposed automated approaches consider
only speciﬁc parts of the article, such as, title, abstract, and keywords [2, 41]. Interpreting the full text of articles is a requirement
for precisely evaluating the available information, either manually
or by employing an automated procedure.
Problem Statement – During our research, we observe some
limitations concerning the access to existing scientiﬁc research.
These include the unavailability of complete articles, restricted
access imposed by publishers, and missing tools to support assessments of full texts. Such problems must be addressed to ensure
completeness, validity, and repeatability.
Threat: Availability of Articles. The problem of articles being
unavailable to some researchers, is one of the well-known obstacles
for performing a literature analysis and research in general. This
problem occurs if only an abstract of the article has been published,
due to language barriers, or simply because publishers prohibit
access for some researchers. Consequently, some research contributions remain unavailable for the scientiﬁc community, which is
a problem for the authors and reviewers alike. For example, IEEE
Xplore and the ACM Digital Library permit complete access to
their publications only to paying users [13]. These usually include
researchers aﬃliated with certain institutions or members willing
to pay for their subscription. This means that scientiﬁc researchers
are not provided the same level of access to the available literature [10], which threatens especially the demanded repeatability of
systematic literature reviews [6].
Solution – It is important to resolve this issue whether the literature analysis is performed automatically or manually. Generally, for
research articles that are not available, reviewers may contact the
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authors to ask them for an authors’ version. However, this procedure can be time consuming or even infeasible for situations where
the authors are no longer actively involved in research. Furthermore, automation cannot be achieved this way. Due to the conﬂict
of interest between researchers, publishers, and funding agencies
for providing access to research articles, we can hardly propose
a suitable solution ourselves. Instead, we recommend to carefully
document which articles may be relevant but could not be included
because of unavailability.

Solution – To accurately select relevant articles from the search
results, users analyze their bibliographic data. A preferable solution, provided by the administration of digital libraries, is enabling
users to retrieve all citations obtained from a search query. This
can help to ensure that all relevant articles are considered in a
literature analysis. However, if a limit must be set, then digital libraries may standardize it. A larger number of articles being shown
and exportable would be preferable to include all relevant works
and information. Considering researchers, we recommend to use
snowballing to overcome the limits of articles that can be exported.
Additionally, we recommend to potentially redeﬁne the search
query, as it may be too broad.

4.5 Exporting Citations
A structured search query provides reviewers with a set of results.
To perform a further analysis, the articles’ citations are exported
from the search venues into an appropriate format or reference tool.
Some of the most common bibliographic data formats are BibTex –
based on the TeX typesetting program and LaTeX macros – and CSV
– a tabular format accepted by most databases and spreadsheets.
For our research, we examine the digital libraries listed in Table 2,
to determine their facilities for retrieving bibliographic data.
Besides the data format, we also inspect the maximum number
of results and the possibility to download content, such as, abstract
and full text. Through our analysis, we observe inconsistencies in
the information made available by digital libraries. This poses a
barrier to eﬃciently export citations from diﬀerent libraries and
automate literature analysis.
Problem Statement – A problem with retrieving bibliographic
data is the variation of features that digital libraries oﬀer. There
are diﬀerent constraints, making it diﬃcult for reviewers to perform comparable searches in multiple libraries [3]. For example,
the maximum number of citations that can be exported from digital libraries varies, as we show in Table 2. Furthermore, there is a
lack of standardization in the bibliographic data format. Advanced
exporting functionalities, such as direct export to reference management programs (e.g., Mendeley or RefWorks), are supported
by few digital libraries. Moreover, some also allow to download
information other than the publication details, such as, keywords
and abstracts, to perform an analysis. However, not all the digital
libraries support the same features, for instance, SpringerLink only
allows CSV exports of citations.

Threat 2: Inconsistencies in Exportable Formats. We also notice a variation in the bibliographic data format oﬀered and tools
supported by digital libraries for exporting citations. IEEE Xplore,
ACM Digital Library, and ScienceDirect allow users to export citations in two commonly used ﬁle format: CSV and BibTex. However,
ScienceDirect uses a diﬀerent BibTex format and SpringerLink provides only CSV exports. Thus, for an automated approach to analyze
search results from diﬀerent libraries, it is required to incorporate
various formats for performing further analysis based on the bibliographic data. Unfortunately, there is currently also no reference
management tool that is supported by all digital libraries.
Solution – A uniform format to export bibliographic information
is important for eﬃcient literature analysis. The ability to directly
export citations into reference management tools, such as, RefWorks or Mendeley, allows users to manage a large collection of
studies more eﬃciently. As there is no other common format than
CSV and no tool directly supported by each library, managing the
articles of a literature analysis is challenging. To overcome such
limitation, the ideal solutions would be that the administrators of
digital libraries provide consistent options for exporting citations.
Again, this may be unlikely and we are currently aiming to develop
parsers that can import diﬀerent formats to unify them for a set of
reference managers.
Threat 3: Inconsistencies in Exportable Data. We noticed a
similar problem considering the diﬀerences in bibliographic data
that can be exported from digital libraries. For example, IEEE Xplore
and ScienceDirect enable users to export abstracts along with metadata of articles. In contrast, the ACM Digital Library and SpringerLink lack this feature, making it impossible to assess the abstracts
of articles using an automated approach. Some digital libraries also
enable users to download the full text of articles to which they have
access, but limit the number of articles that can be downloaded at
once. For example, IEEE Xplore and ScienceDirect allow full text
downloads of 10 and 25 articles at a time, respectively.
Solution – To improve automated literature analysis, it is beneﬁcial to obtain information other than citations. Consequently, it
would be helpful if digital libraries provide consistent and extended
functionalities to access diﬀerent information that are available
to a researcher. At the moment, we are aiming to at least automate the extraction of all publicly accessible data provided by the
available application programming interfaces. Such information are
often posted on the article’s website and usually include citations,
abstracts, keywords, and references.

Threat 1: Limited Number of Exportable Citations. The results obtained through a search query are sorted by the digital libraries according to their relevancy. We can observe in Table 2 that
all considered libraries impose a limit to the number of exportable
– partly even to the number of viewable – articles. Thus, the bibliographic data of articles, beyond a certain limit, is unachievable even
if the user manually selects them. Among the digital libraries we selected, SpringerLink and ScienceDirect enable the users to retrieve
bibliographic information of up to 1,000 citations. IEEE Xplore and
the ACM Digital Library allow users to save the meta-data for a
larger range of citations. Still, without any speciﬁc selection made
by the user, the libraries rate the relevancy by predeﬁned measures
and, thus, bias which articles appear ﬁrst – and can be seen. This
limitation could be relatively signiﬁcant, if a search query results in
a larger number of articles than the deﬁned limit. In such circumstances, there may be the possibility that a proportion of relevant
studies is excluded during this stage of the process.
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Table 2: Properties of selected libraries for exporting search results.
Digital Library

Limit

IEEE Xplore
ACM DL
ScienceDirect
SpringerLink

2000
2000-2300
1000
1000

CSV

Plain Text

BibTex

RIS

Formats
RefWorks

Mendeley

ACM Ref

EndNote

Citation

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✗
✓
✗

✓
✓
✓
✗

✓
✗
✓
✗

✓
✗
✓
✗

✗
✗
✓
✗

✗
✓
✗
✗

✗
✓
✗
✗

✓
✓
✓
✓

Table 3: Author-name formats for selected libraries.
Digital Library

Author-name format

IEEE Xplore
ACM DL
ScienceDirect
SpringerLink

B. A. Kitchenham
Kitchenham, Barbara
Barbara Kitchenham
Barbara Kitchenham

Contents
Abstract Full Text
✓
✗
✓
✗

✓
✗
✓
✗

inconsistent. We exempliﬁed this for the author names but it also
applies to keywords or titles, especially if the data is exported from
the library into a reference manager. As a complete consistency
check by the publishers seems unlikely and some faults are also
caused by researchers, we are aiming to develop an approach to
compare terms (e.g., with similarity metrics) and classify them to
provide a uniﬁed view on the included articles.

5 RELATED WORK
4.6 Diﬀerent Formatting

Especially evidence-based software-engineering researchers are
investigating the eﬀorts and challenges of performing literature
analysis. Still, Marshall and Brereton [32] determine that most
proposed tools lack eﬀectiveness, are in their early stages, or face
signiﬁcant limitations. Their ﬁndings reﬂect the immaturity of this
research area and laid foundations for future work, encouraging
researchers to address this deﬁcit.
Carver et al. [11] identify that searching digital libraries, selecting
papers, and extracting data are the aspects that reviewers ﬁnd most
diﬃcult, time consuming, and ask to support with tools. Another
study conducted by Imtiaz et al. [23] also implies that deﬁning a
search strategy, using various digital libraries, as well as planning
and extracting data are the most challenging tasks. Furthermore,
the obstacles associated with tooling are highlighted by Hassler
et al. [21] and are similar to those we experience and explain in Section 4.1 and Section 4.5. Other researchers also highlight limitations
of automating literature analysis [3, 4, 8, 13].
All these works emphasize the need for research tools that support literature analysis. While there are some minor overlaps in
the threats we report and such works, we provide more detailed
insights, a consolidated overview, and real-world examples. More
importantly, we propose solutions to address the identiﬁed threats
and are developing corresponding tools. Thus, our contributions in
this paper are complementary to such works.

The meta-data of a research article comprises important publication
details, such as, document title, author, year, publisher, venue, and
keywords. Comprehensive and accurate meta-data – especially author names – is essential to identify and assess a research article [18].
Previous research has shown that abbreviations, contractions, omissions, typos and alternations occur in published datasets of digital
libraries, such as, the ACM Digital Library, DBLP, and Citeseer,
with abbreviations and omissions accounting for more than half
of all variations in names [37]. To automatically assess and relate
articles, consistency in the such formats (especially author names)
is an important factor.
Problem Statement – For our analysis, we examine citations
exported from the aforementioned libraries. We inspect the authorname format, focusing on the use of initials and order of full names,
as represented by each of them. Any diﬀerence in the format makes
it more challenging to perform a literature analysis – especially
when using an automated methodology. Same authors may not be
recognized, due to diﬀerence in their name-format provided by the
digital libraries. We present our observations in Table 3, where we
use the author name: Barbara Ann Kitchenham, as an example to
illustrate our analysis.
Threat: Inconsistent Formatting. For an automated methodology to assess articles based on the authors, inconsistent author
names within diﬀerent digital libraries is a problem. Depending
on the metrics that are used, such inconsistencies can result in
considerable diﬀerent outcomes. Additionally, it becomes diﬃcult
to directly account articles to authors to evaluate their work as a
whole. The example we show in Table 3 illustrates such diﬀerent
formats. ScienceDirect and SpringerLink support similar authorname formats, while IEEE Xplore and the ACM Digital Library oﬀer
diﬀerent ones. During our investigation, we also notice that such
inconsistent formats even exist within single libraries.
Solution – To handle this problem, publishers need to standardize
the formats used in their articles. While this is already done for some
aspects, for example, the ACM Computing Classiﬁcation System
as a well-deﬁned ontology, the format of other parts is completely

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we elaborate a number of threats that hamper automated literature analysis and recommend possible solutions to
address them. We identiﬁed these threats during our ongoing research to implement an eﬃcient and eﬀective tool for any literature
analysis and systematic literature reviews in particular. Our goal
is to improve the understanding and awareness for these threats,
which are mainly concerned with:
• Inconsistencies of digital libraries, in terms of search ﬁelds,
syntax requirements, exportable citations, and their lack of
support for advanced search facilities;
• Insuﬃcient support of snowballing;
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• Unavailability of scientiﬁc articles; and
• Variations in bibliographic data formatting in digital libraries.
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We believe that the issues highlighted in this work can be resolved by publishers and researchers. This way, the research community can be encouraged to become involved in proposing further
tools to automate literature analysis. Thus, along with reporting
threats, we also discuss some possible solutions on which we are
partly working. These serve as basis for further research and motivate our current engineering activities. Additionally, we hope that
the ﬁndings presented in this paper help researchers conducting,
reviewing, and reading literature analysis – providing them with
helpful insights to see threats they may face.
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